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Dear Friend, 

As we won't be able to meet in person in Dubaï, 

Please find a selection of our latest highlights !

Our catalogue offers more than 4,000 hours of programmes. 

All titles are available in English, German,French, Spanish. 

Arabic subtitles and/or dubs available for some titles.

 

Feel free to ask us for any info !



POP CULTURE - Fashion

52' 

To mark his 50th year as a designer, Jean Paul Gaultier
held his final show in 2020 in Paris, with an event
combining models and artistic performances. Let’s look
back at his incredible career and personality !

With exclusive access, Loïc Prigent’s documentary follows the
legendary bad-boy of French fashion in this exercise in
virtuosity and celebration, a retrospective on a career and a
demonstration that his creativity remains undiminished. The
perfect occasion to look back on 50 years of classic designs
which left their stamp on fashion: the corset, the sailor top,
tattoo prints, skirts for men, and Haute Couture revisited.

JEAN PAUL GAULTIER'S 
LAST SHOW

https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/Le_dernier_defile_de_Jean-Paul_Gaultier
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/Le_dernier_defile_de_Jean-Paul_Gaultier
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/Le_dernier_defile_de_Jean-Paul_Gaultier
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/Le_dernier_defile_de_Jean-Paul_Gaultier


A JOURNEY WITH

SHOES

52' 

From the first rough hessian foot
bags to glossy, towering, highly
expensive Louboutins, shoes have
symbolized status and power. Our
doc tells how shoes reveal how we
live and the social class we inhibit.

IN THE FOOTSTEPS
OF CHRISTIAN
LOUBOUTIN

52' 

This doc opens the doors to the work
of a unique creator with a creative
process always on the move and with
a unique know-how. He reveals
himself as a free and passionate
alchemist who imagines shoes as real
works of art.

PARIS FASHION
WEEK FALL 2020

52' 

The Paris Fashion Week takes place
every year at the beginning of
March. Loïc Prigent takes you on a
tour of the most beautiful fashion
shows – prepare to be dazzled.
Discover next winter's trends and
interviews with all the designers
who matter!

ISABEL MARANT:
BIRTH OF A
COLLECTION

52' 

She is renowned worldwide for her
fashion sense that combines chic
and casual. Isabel Marant is pivotal
in the world of fashion. She dresses
up "real girls", not fantasies. We
follow her from the first beginnings
of a collection to its realization on
the podium. 

https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/A_JOURNEY_WITH_SHOES
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/LOUBOUTIN__LES_CHEMINS_DE_LA_CREATION
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/ISABELLE_MARANT___NAISSANCE_D_UNE_COLLECTION
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/52_MINUTES_DE_MODE_-_EDITION_PAS_COMME_LES_AUTRES
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/A_JOURNEY_WITH_SHOES
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/LOUBOUTIN__LES_CHEMINS_DE_LA_CREATION
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/52_MINUTES_DE_MODE_-_EDITION_PAS_COMME_LES_AUTRES
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/ISABELLE_MARANT___NAISSANCE_D_UNE_COLLECTION
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/ISABELLE_MARANT___NAISSANCE_D_UNE_COLLECTION


52' 

After a career spanning 40 years, Tom Cruise
does not seem to have developed one wrinkle.
His legendary smile has dominated many
blockbuster productions. This film will try to
unveil the man behind the film icon.

Although he was, for a long time, Hollywood's
highest paid star, Tom Cruise is also a secret and
tormented actor whose break-ups and
Scientology beliefs provide regular fodder for the
tabloids.

TOM CRUISE,
AN ETERNAL YOUTH

POP CULTURE - Cinema Bio

https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/TOM_CRUISE_LE_DORIAN_GRAY_DE_L_AMERIQUE
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/TOM_CRUISE_LE_DORIAN_GRAY_DE_L_AMERIQUE
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/TOM_CRUISE_LE_DORIAN_GRAY_DE_L_AMERIQUE


STEPHEN KING,
A NECESSARY EVIL

52' 

Consecrated “king of horror” of
modern literature, he distinguished
himself in other genres such as
fantasy, science fiction or detective
stories. Several of his works have
been adapted for cinema such as
Shining by Stanley Kubrick, Dead
Zone by David Cronenberg or Misery
by Rob Reiner. 

CITIZEN KITANO

52', 70' 

Takeshi Kitano is an international
icon. We know the actor, the multi-
award-winning filmmaker, but
many ignore his double personality:
the crazy TV star, the street kid
from Tokyo close to the Yakuza,
and the political satirist who
blasted taboos!

JULIE ANDREWS

FOREVER

52' 

Julie Andrews starred in Hollywood
productions that have become
iconic movies, winning an Oscar for
her performance as Mary Poppins,
a symbol of the magic of musicals
from the 1960s.

CITIZEN JANE
FONDA

52' 

Very few Icons have at once
embodied the Myths of their own
country while revealing its
contradictions: heiress of the
Hollywood star system and muse of
the French auteur Cinema,
Academy Award winning actress
and committed producer, feminist
and aerobic queen, activist and
fearless businesswoman… 

https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/STEPHEN_KING____EMISSAIRE_DU_CAUCHEMAR_AMERICAIN
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/CITIZEN_KITANO
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/CITIZEN_JANE
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/JULIE_ANDREWS_L_INTEMPORELLE
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/STEPHEN_KING____EMISSAIRE_DU_CAUCHEMAR_AMERICAIN
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/STEPHEN_KING____EMISSAIRE_DU_CAUCHEMAR_AMERICAIN
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/CITIZEN_KITANO
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/JULIE_ANDREWS_L_INTEMPORELLE
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/CITIZEN_JANE


FRANK CAPRA:
AN AMERICAN TALE

52' 

A small Sicilian immigrant became in
the 1930s a director with dazzling
success. He believes in the American
dream. No matter what America is in
fact inward looking, Capra does not
hesitate to twist reality in order to
become one with what the country
dreams of itself. A strange echo today...

ANTHONY PERKINS, 
THE ACTOR BEHIND
THE DOOR

52'

While most of the stars of his generation
have fallen into oblivion, his face and
name remain familiar to a younger 21st
century audience, fond of Giallo and
slashers. But Anthony Perkins has long
struggled in the shadow of his most
famous character, Norman Bates – the
serial killer in Alfred Hitchcock's
masterpiece, “Psycho”.

CHARLES BRONSON,
THE SPIRIT OF
MASCULINITY

52' 

With his grizzled moustache and
chiselled features, Charles
Bronson is the embodiment of a
slightly archaic, brooding and
almost reactionary virility. But
who is he really?

ISABELLE HUPPERT,
PERSONAL MESSAGE

52' 

Isabelle Huppert recounts her own
biography, in her own way. In doing so,
she weaves all her past lives into a single
story. Explore all her roles on the silver
screen with a multitude of images
forming but one and the same life –
neither really being her own, nor fully
that of another!

https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/Isabelle_Huppert____Message_personnel
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/CHARLES_BRONSON__LE_GENIE_DU_MaLE
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/ANTHONY_PERKINS__L_ACTEUR_DERRIERE_LA_PORTE
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/FRANK_CAPRA___LA_VIE_EST_BELLE__
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/FRANK_CAPRA___LA_VIE_EST_BELLE__
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/FRANK_CAPRA___LA_VIE_EST_BELLE__
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/ANTHONY_PERKINS__L_ACTEUR_DERRIERE_LA_PORTE
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/ANTHONY_PERKINS__L_ACTEUR_DERRIERE_LA_PORTE
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/ANTHONY_PERKINS__L_ACTEUR_DERRIERE_LA_PORTE
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/ANTHONY_PERKINS__L_ACTEUR_DERRIERE_LA_PORTE
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/CHARLES_BRONSON__LE_GENIE_DU_MaLE
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/Isabelle_Huppert____Message_personnel
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/Isabelle_Huppert____Message_personnel


EMOJI NATION

3 x 20' & 52' 

A playful and offbeat investigation
into the world of emojis: the little
ideograms we use in our instant
messaging. How did a fun, pop
Esperanto go from being a work of
art to being an instrument of
cultural domination?

105' 

Polly Maggoo is the pseudo-portrait
of a super model. 50 years ahead of
its time, it satirizes TV's top model
feeding frenzy, the world of fashion
and brainwashing in general...
Watching Polly Maggoo today is a
rare pleasure, plus a real surprise.
This 1966 feature film directed by
William Klein has been restored in
HD.

GREETINGS FROM
THE PLANET
SMURF

ROCKY IV, THE
AMERICAN PUNCH

52'

Rocky IV is an emblematic movie,
and constitutes a chapter in
popular culture. When it was
released in 1985, audiences from
all over the world flocked to
movie theatres. Rocky IV hits the
spot, hard.

WHO ARE YOU
POLLY MAGGOO?

52' 

The Smurfs are 60. But what is the
true story behind these tiny cartoon
characters who became world-
famous icons? From Bruxelles to
Dubai by way of Paris and Los
Angeles, follow a road-trip tracing
the globally renowned blue imps!

https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/QUI_ETES-VOUS_POLLY_MAGGOO__
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/EMOJI_NATION
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/LE_GRIMOIRE_DE_LA_PLANETE_BLEUE_aka_LES_SCHTROUMPFS
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/ROCKY___LE_COUP_DE_POING_AMERICAIN
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/EMOJI_NATION
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/LE_GRIMOIRE_DE_LA_PLANETE_BLEUE_aka_LES_SCHTROUMPFS
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/ROCKY___LE_COUP_DE_POING_AMERICAIN
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/QUI_ETES-VOUS_POLLY_MAGGOO__
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/QUI_ETES-VOUS_POLLY_MAGGOO__


52'  & 10 x 6' - 4K 

On January 3, 2009, a certain Satoshi
Nakamoto launched Bitcoin, the first
reliable cryptocurrency. In 2011,
Nakamoto disappeared. THE SATOCHI
MYSTERY is a documentary web series that
deciphers the workings of the Bitcoin
revolution and investigates the identity of
its creator.

THE SATOSHI MYSTERY:
AT THE ORIGIN OF
BITCOINS

INVESTIGATION & HISTORY

https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/LE_MYSTERE_SATOCHI___A_L_ORIGINE_DES_CRYPTOMONNAIES
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/LE_MYSTERE_SATOCHI___A_L_ORIGINE_DES_CRYPTOMONNAIES
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/LE_MYSTERE_SATOCHI___A_L_ORIGINE_DES_CRYPTOMONNAIES


CUBA, THE
REVOLUTION AND
THE WORLD 

2 x 52' 

For 60 years, Fidel Castro was a thorn
in the side of USA and a symbol of
anti-imperialist struggle. Castro and
his compatriots played a prominent
role on the international stage and
contributed to changing the world.

IN BORIS JOHNSON’S
MIND
52' 

He's the UK's new strongman and  he's
radically altering his country, leaving an
indelible mark on it – for better or for
worse. The British people and Europe's
future for the next ten years hang on to
this eccentric sad clown's decisions.
Behind his veil of buffoonery, will Boris
Johnson embrace the stature that befits
a statesman or lead his country to
disaster? At heart, is he the United
Kingdom's gravedigger? Or is he a
restorer of British greatness?

THE STORY OF
DRUG TRAFFICKING

ISRAEL / IRAN / USA,
THE LONG WAR

2 x 52'

Targeted assassinations,
bombings, unidentified military
attacks are piling up all over the
Middle East. Can the "secret war"
between Iran and Israel turn into a
major regional if not global
confrontation?

3 x 52' 

There are few commodities as
global as drugs. How this trade
influenced relations between states,
global financial interests, secret
diplomacies, secret special forces
and mafias, on all continents over a
century in a half?

https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/REVOLUTION_CUBAINE
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/HISTOIRE_DU_TRAFIC_DE_DROGUE_1
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/ISRAEL-IRAN__LA_LONGUE_GUERRE
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/Royaume_Uni__dans_la_tete_de_Boris_Johnson
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/REVOLUTION_CUBAINE
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/REVOLUTION_CUBAINE
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/Royaume_Uni__dans_la_tete_de_Boris_Johnson
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/HISTOIRE_DU_TRAFIC_DE_DROGUE_1
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/ISRAEL-IRAN__LA_LONGUE_GUERRE
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/ISRAEL-IRAN__LA_LONGUE_GUERRE


THE AMERICAN

CRUSADE IN AFRICA

FLYING OBJECTS

- A STATE SECRET

52' - 4K

This film is a rigorous
investigation into a subject which
has always been considered
science fiction. UFOs exist, and
officials from the Pentagon, the
NASA and from other prestigious
institutions will prove it to you.

THE LAWS OF

WAR

60'

In 2012, the United States launched a
huge military operation in Uganda and
the Central African Republic, to capture
Africa's most wanted warlord, Joseph
Kony. A manhunt that lasted 5 years and
cost over 700 million dollars, but Kony
was never found. Was the US army really
looking for him? Or was the operation a
cover up for other activities in this very
strategic part of Africa?

RHINO MAFIA

52'& 90'

A documentary thriller about one of the
world’s most profitable illegal trades:
Rhinoceros horn. At 50,000 euros per
kilo, it sells for a higher price than gold
or cocaine... When crushed into a
powder and mixed with alcohol, it is
said to be a miracle cure.

2 prizes at Deauville GREEN AWARDS 2019 

52' 

Even in wars, there are rules. One
of them, universally recognized, is
not to target civilians. What is the
situation today? How are these
"laws" applied practice in countries
like Ukraine, Iraq and Turkey
where civil war rage?

https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/RHINO_DOLLARS
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/CROISADE_AMERICAINE_EN_AFRIQUE_
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/LIGNES_ROUGES___LE_DROIT_DANS_LA_GUERRE
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/OVNIS_UNE_AFFAIRE_D_ETAT
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/CROISADE_AMERICAINE_EN_AFRIQUE_
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/OVNIS_UNE_AFFAIRE_D_ETAT
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/LIGNES_ROUGES___LE_DROIT_DANS_LA_GUERRE
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/RHINO_DOLLARS


DATES THAT MADE

HISTORY

30 x 26' 

This series tells world history
through a few major dates,
revisited through the prism of
memory. Driven by the accessible
and passionate delivery of historian
Patrick Boucheron, history comes
to life under our eyes with bold and
entertaining graphics.

MAPPING THE

WORLD

99 x 13'

Our magazine allows you to
understand current hot topics,
whether they deal with the state of
the planet, environment, economy
or geopolitic. The complex world of
geopolitics broken down into bite-
sized chunks. You'll never sound
uninformed at the dinner table
ever again!

THE MYSTERY OF 

RASCAR CAPAC

MUMMY

52' 

This science documentary is led like
a police investigation into pre-
Colombian mummies from Chile and
Peru, one of whom, RASPAR CAPAC,
inspired The Seven Crystal Balls from
The Adventures of Tintin by famous
Belgian cartoonist Hergé. 

THE ILIAD AND 

THE ODYSSEY

20 x 26' 

The creators of ‘The Great Greek Myths’
bring to you ‘The Illiad and the
Odyssey’, an epic tale on the origins of
the world and its inevitable downfall,
that mixes animation and 3D
iconography. A story in which gods
and mortals intermingle, and whose
poetic force has crossed the centuries
and still nourishes our present.

https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/LES_GRANDS_MYTHES_-_L_ILIADE
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/QUAND_L_HISTOIRE_FAIT_DATES
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/DESSOUS_DES_CARTES__LE_
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/LA_VERITABLE_HISTOIRE_DE_RASPAR_CAPAC
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/QUAND_L_HISTOIRE_FAIT_DATES
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/QUAND_L_HISTOIRE_FAIT_DATES
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/DESSOUS_DES_CARTES__LE_
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/LA_VERITABLE_HISTOIRE_DE_RASPAR_CAPAC
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/LA_VERITABLE_HISTOIRE_DE_RASPAR_CAPAC
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/LA_VERITABLE_HISTOIRE_DE_RASPAR_CAPAC
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/LES_GRANDS_MYTHES_-_L_ILIADE
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/LES_GRANDS_MYTHES_-_L_ILIADE
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/LES_GRANDS_MYTHES_-_L_ILIADE


THE LOST FILM OF

NUREMBERG

52'

The director sets off in search of
the film “Nuremberg: Its Lesson for
Today”, the official 80’ film of the
Nuremberg trial by the Schulberg
brothers, that was withdrawn from
circulation in post war United
States for geopolitical reasons, and
then disappeared.

THE HISTORY OF THE

RED ARMY

2 x 52'

For 70 years, the Red Army was one
of the foundations of the USSR, an
instrument of fear as well as
admiration, a symbol of liberation as
well as coercion. This documentary
explores its history, combining epic
narrative and deconstruction of the
myth.

THE UNGEMACH

EXPERIMENT, A STORY

OF EUGENICS

52' 

In 1924, a garden city, called
“Ungemach”, was inaugurated in
Strasbourg; it was restricted to couples
who bore “healthy and fertile strains”.
This officially eugenicist experience was
endorsed by both political and scientific
authorities, and the selection system
lasted until the 1980s!

THE GOERING

CATALOG

52' & 90'

For more than a decade, the number
two in the Third Reich amassed a
collection of more than 5,000 art
works, all meticulously detailed in a
catalog. But how did Hermann
Goering get his hands on these
works? 

https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/HISTOIRE_DE_L_ARMEE_ROUGE__L__
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/A_la_recherche_du_film_perdu___Its_lessons_for_today_
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/L_EXPERIENCE_UNGEMACH
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/CATALOGUE_GOERING__LE_
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/HISTOIRE_DE_L_ARMEE_ROUGE__L__
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/A_la_recherche_du_film_perdu___Its_lessons_for_today_
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/L_EXPERIENCE_UNGEMACH
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/CATALOGUE_GOERING__LE_


6 x 52'  Trailer - 4K

We discover how beautiful some sites are and
their unique ecosystems in the company of
rangers, zoologists or biologists who work on the
ground to conserve them. In the heart of these
breathtaking sites, we discover their work of
protection, awareness or repopulation.

Some natural sites’ breathtaking beauty should not
take away from their role as unique ecosystems.
Within them, animal species and nature live in perfect
harmony. Sadly, their wealth makes them a prime
target for men’s greed. The fight to protect them is a
relentless struggle, and the people who lead it have
become true heroes of our time.

Locations : Iguazú Falls (Brazil/Argentina), The Galapagos Islands
(Ecuador), The Caño Cristales River (Colombia), The Bissagos Islands
(Guinea-Bissau), Thi Lo Su Falls (Thailand), Lake Kaindy (Kazakhstan)

SAVING PARADISE

DISCOVERY & TRAVEL

https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/LES_MERVEILLES_DE_LA_NATURE
https://s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/b2bstorage.arte.tv/movies/EDI-14978662-SERIES.mp4
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/LES_MERVEILLES_DE_LA_NATURE


DESTINATIONS

374 x 13' & 40 x26'

Far from the frenzy of urban life,
DESTINATIONS is an invitation to
enjoy the simple pleasure of
traveling to the four corners of the
world to discover places that
inspired the great artists, resulting
in an exchange between a land, a
town, a landscape and a work of
art.

GEO REPORTS

332 x 52'

Whether they depict the female
tattoo tradition in Tunisia or the
legendary boats of Oman, these
films provide us with insights into
the lives and work of exceptional
men and women. 

VANUATU, AN

ODYSSEY AT THE

END OF THE WORLD 

52' - 4K

Hernin and Marcellin Abong are
two Vanuatu twin brothers with
very differen backgrounds: one has
become the “Very Great Chief” of
his tribe, while the other is an
ethno-archaeologist.

RITUALS OF THE

WORLD

15 x 26'

Discovering the Indian festival of
colors or discovering the Guatemalan
kites for the dead: this series reveals
how some people today still practice
rituals that structure their lives and
become, beyond a simple social bond,
a structuring force and a source of
culture.

https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/RITUELS_DU_MONDE
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/360__GEO
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/INVITATION_AU_VOYAGE
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/Vanuatu__l_Odyssee_du_bout_du_monde
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/INVITATION_AU_VOYAGE
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/360__GEO
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/Vanuatu__l_Odyssee_du_bout_du_monde
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/Vanuatu__l_Odyssee_du_bout_du_monde
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/RITUELS_DU_MONDE


WELCOME TO MY

STRANGE CITY

8 x 52'

Everywhere on the planet cities
seem to pop up and grow,
sometimes despite climatic or
geographical conditions that seem
impossible to live in. How do
people acclimate to lead a normal
life?

LANDS OF

WOMEN

5 x 52'

From India to the Bijagos
archipelago, discover the last of the
world’s matriarchies through the
stories of the women who run
them. Each of the five docs in the
collection is an immersion into one
of these societies, through the eyes
of a woman.

SAPIENS: 

THE NEW ORIGINS

2 x 45'  - 4K

In remote Morocco, in 1960, in the
archeological site of Jebel Irhoud, a
remarkable find was made: remains
of Homo Sapiens. Today we can
date them back to 300.000 years
old.

IN THE AMERICAS

70 x 26'

There is not one America, but
many. From the Altiplanos of Peru,
the festivals in Columbia to the
Great Lakes of the US, discover the
cultural diversity, wonderful
landscapes, people and history!
Spend time with people in their
homes, at their work, and discover
how they came to be who they are!

https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/DROLES_DE_VILLES
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/HOMO_SAPIENS__LE_NOUVEAU_DEPART_2
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/IN_THE_AMERICAS
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/TERRES_DES_FEMMES
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/DROLES_DE_VILLES
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/TERRES_DES_FEMMES
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/HOMO_SAPIENS__LE_NOUVEAU_DEPART_2
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/HOMO_SAPIENS__LE_NOUVEAU_DEPART_2
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/HOMO_SAPIENS__LE_NOUVEAU_DEPART_2
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/IN_THE_AMERICAS


700 SHARKS

52' & 90' - 4K

After "700 SHARKS" and "EXPEDITION
ANTARCTICA", Laurent Ballesta has
yet again challanged himself to a
new world record: spend 28 days at
a depth of 100 meters, pushing the
limits of his body to reveal the
luxuriant and unknown depths of
the Mediterranean.

THE DEEP MED CONQUEST OF

THE DEEP 

52'

This doc retraces the history of
scuba diving for the first time. The
origins of diving date back
thousands of years, and through
experiments and trials, accidents
and discoveries, mankind has
pushed back the boundaries and
descend to the depths of the abyss.

THE UNDERWATER

VOLCANO

52'  - 4K

Beneath the oceans’ surface,
thousands of volcanoes have yet
to be discovered or explored.
Mount La Pérouse is one of these
sleeping giants, off the coast of
Reunion Island. It is a genuine
oasis of life that could be
sheltering sprawling coral reefs.

52' & 90'  - 4K

A 4K special in which we dive for
the first time by night into a
feeding frenzy of 700 sharks in
Polynesia, the largest
concentration of sharks in the
world. Filmed with very ambitious
camera gear, this documentary
reveals unprecedented social
behavior of sharks.

https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/PLANETE_MEDITERRANEE
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/L_ivresse_des_profondeurs
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/Les_mysteres_du_Mont_de_la_Perouse
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/Des_requins_dans_la_nuit
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/Des_requins_dans_la_nuit
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/PLANETE_MEDITERRANEE
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/L_ivresse_des_profondeurs
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/L_ivresse_des_profondeurs
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/L_ivresse_des_profondeurs
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/Les_mysteres_du_Mont_de_la_Perouse
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/Les_mysteres_du_Mont_de_la_Perouse


HAPPY AS A CAT

52'

Cats are the most popular pet in
France. More than 13 million of
them share our lives. And their
numbers are ever-increasing in the
whole wide world. We are
fascinated by these mysterious
animals: free, wild, independent,
they never stop seeking happiness!

43' & 52' - 4K

In the heart of the Pacific, between
the lagoon and the ocean, unrolls
one of Nature’s greatest spectacles.
This is the story of a little surgeon
fish who will have to go through the
greatest ordeals from the moment
he is born.

EVOLUTION ON

THE MOVE

4 x 52'

A series about striking features in
certain animal behaviors: in 4 very
different places on the planet –
Saudi Arabia, Canada, Senegal and
Russia – scientists, naturalists and
photographers have found species
that are currently undergoing a
spectacular evolutionary leap.

ANIMALS IN

FOCUS

15 x 26'

Guillaume and Marie, professional
wildlife photographers, venture to
far-flung corners of the world, with
their 3-year old daughter, to
capture on film the lives of animals
in their natural habitats.

SURVIVING IN THE

LAGOON
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52' - 4K

Smartphone, television, computer, gaming console
or digital tablet are now unavoidable in our day to
day lives. This everyday intrusion has sparked
numerous controversies – hysteria becomes
collective. Are we damaging our brain with these
damned screens?

What will the effects of this unprecedented exposition
in the history of mankind be? This scientific movie will
distinguish between verified truths and falsehoods as
well as the merely possible side -effects of screen
exposure.  In the same vein as investigative
documentaries, this detailed inquiry will lead us
throughout the USA and Europe – to meet the greatest
scientists at the forefront of research in this domain.

SCREEN GENERATION

SCIENCE & HEALTH

https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/Generation_ecran__generation_malade
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/Generation_ecran__generation_malade


LOSING SLEEP

52' & 90' - 4K

Insomnia, sleep apnea, and
narcolepsy are massively increasing
in the world. In a scientific
investigation, we will discover the
new methods developed to find
sleep: fractional sleep, light therapy,
helmets that stimulate the brain. 

MICROBIOTIA:

THE AMAZING

POWER OF THE GUT

52'

Hidden deep in our intestines,
100,000 billion bacteria are keeping
us healthy by producing a range of
molecules. Although they are
invisible to the naked eye, they could
revolutionize the future of medicine.
That is, if our modern lifestyle
doesn't wipe them out first.

WHO CARES? WHEN

BIG DATA TAKES

OVER OUR HEALTH

52' & 90'

To improve its own health, Big Tech
has decided to take over ours.
Google, Apple, Facebook, Amazon and
many other digital corporations have
already started defrauding our
medical data and replacing national
health structures by mining their
users’ personal data.

GLUTEN,

PUBLIC ENEMY N°1

52'& 90' - 4K

Wheat has always been the staple
food of humanity, the very foundation
of the first civilizations of the world.
But today, for a growing number of
people, it has become a poison, which
has allowed the emergence of a new
market of expensive gluten-free
products.

https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/DORMIR_A_TOUT_PRIX__52_
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/Microbiote__les_fabuleux_pouvoirs_du_ventre
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DATA SCIENCE
VS FAKE

31 x 2' - 4K

Thanks to data visualizing, discover
a collection that transforms data
into visually appealing and
scientifically accurate animated
pictures. Explore graphs and
pictures that represent figures
down to the last pixel... Truth and
falsehood have never been clearer.

THE BLOB: A
GENIUS VITHOUT
A BRAIN

52' - 4K

Here comes the Blob! More
commonly known as slime-mold, this
extraordinary one-billion-year-old
organism challenges our worldview
on living matter and is about to
revolutionize the concept of brainless
intelligence. 

NANOWORLD, THE
KEY TO OUR
SURVIVAL

52' - 4K

Nature is an inexhaustible source of
knowledge. After 3 billion years of
evolution, it has created amazing
mechanisms, even at a microscopic
level, that allow plants and animals
around us to protect themselves, to
grow, to move or to face the attacks
of the elements. 

THE QUEST FOR
THE PERFECT
ATHLETE

52'

Scientists have proved that the
mental faculties of high-
performance athletes’ are superior
to the average brain. Today,
psycho-cognitive training is carried
out in certain major clubs, to push
sportsmen and women even
further.

https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/Les_nanosurvies___les_pouvoirs_invisibles_de_la_nature
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LIFESTYLE & SPORTS

MUHAMMAD ALI THE GREATEST
- 2020 RESTORED VERSION

120' 

Who was Ali ? This first and only real portrait,
contrary to recent stock shot montages, brings a
powerful, often hilarious, and always entertaining
answer.

In 1964, Cassius Clay becomes heavy-weight champion
of the world and declares his name is Muhammad Ali.
A date in sports history and a turning point in black
awareness.

Muhammad Ali, an aging 32 year-old, who no longer
Floats-like-a-Butterfly-and-Stings-like-a-Bee, wants his
title back, and he shall fight the terrifying Foreman.
How did Ali, underdog, ex-martyr, become once again
an all-time hero, champion and legend ?

https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/MUHAMMAD_ALI_-_THE_GREATEST
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/MUHAMMAD_ALI_-_THE_GREATEST


THE FRENCH

116'

The Roland Garros tournament
is better known as The French
Open, or simply The French.
William Klein and three camera
crews were given total access to
The French…

FOOTBALL REBELS 

10 x 26' & 90'

When football becomes a citizen
sport! At a time when business
seems to be corrupting our
relationship with sport, the
indomitable Eric Cantona shows
us footballers who've managed
to resist.

THE KING OF
MONT VENTOUX

52' 

2016: the Tour de France is back to
Mont Ventoux! At the top of the Mont
Ventoux hangs a huge poster with the
names of all the cyclists that won a Tour
de France stage on the top of this
"Giant of Provence". Which one of these
winners would be the greatest climber
of them all?

10 x 5'

What if bodybuilding was not just
a simple sporting and aesthetic
discipline? What if it the practice
was actually conforming to the
social pressures of our neoliberal
society, by celebrating and
encouraging the constant
surpassing of oneself?

PURE MUSCLE

https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/ROI_DU_MONT_VENTOUX__LE_
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/TOUS_MUSCLES_1
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/FRENCH__THE_
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GACHA GACHA

9 x 5' - 4K

These nine modules will immerse
us in the very heart of Japanese
society, in the very heart of Tokyo,
its energy, its fantasy, its
contradictions. The documentary
series will decipher "Japan from
inside out", in a fun, odd and
offbeat way.

A TASTE OF
FRANCE 

10 x 52'

Spurred by their passion and
ambition, talented international
chefs are reviving the spirit of
French cuisine with renewed
vigor. Journey with them as they
dive into the fascinating stories
behind France’s regional
products from Corsica,
Provence, Burgundy…

THE BIRTH OF
HAUTE CUISINE

52' & 90' - 4K

Haute cuisine is a modern luxury
that was invented over a century
ago by one man. Auguste
Escoffier revolutionized French
cooking and dining experience
and made them a world
reference in culinary arts.

HAPPINESS IS 
ON THE PLATE

25 x 26'

A tasty series blending
travel, cooking, nature and
civic sense, following the
daily work of 25 "green"
chefs fighting for eco-
friendly cooking. Discover
local markets from Oaxaca,
Belem, Tulum, Peru and
many more !

https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/BONHEUR_EST_DANS_L_ASSIETTE__LE__
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32 x 60'

A collection of 32 live concerts filmed in optimal
conditions, often in 4K, in extraordinary places.
Among the artists : Angus and Julia Stone, Lucas
Debargue, Christian Scott, Monty Alexander, Avishai
Cohen Quartet, Linda Lee Hopkins, Jacky Terrasson...
Kintsugi and many more. 

Enjoy extraordinary concerts, as if you were there. The
greatest artists of the moment, whether pop, classical,
jazz or afro-beat, are on MUSIC LIVE COLLECTION.

MUSIC LIVE COLLECTION

ART & CULTURE

https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/MUSIC_LIVE_COLLECTION
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/MUSIC_LIVE_COLLECTION


52'

2020 is Beethoven's year!
Celebrations will be held throughout
the world for the 250th anniversary
of his birth. This is a great occasion
to learn about the composer's life
through his letters, his handwritten
notes and the testimonies of great
musicians and artists of our time. 

BUILDING THE
PARIS OPERA

52' & 90'  - 4K

Famous for its ghost, the Garnier
Opera of Paris is above all the
product of a titanic building site and
the symbol of the birth of a new era.
From 1852 to 1870, eighteen years of
flamboyance made Paris the capital
of modernity.

THE LOUVRE IS
MOVING

52'

The Louvre is an iceberg: 35,000 works
on the surface, 250,000 in reserve, a
large part of which is below the level
of the Seine. Threatened by floods, the
reserves must leave the area to reach
Liévin, 200 km away: 250,000
sculptures, paintings, ceramics,
accumulated over 700 years...

INTIMATE

BEETHOVEN

52'

For most of the 20th century, more
than any other instrument, the guitar
was a symbol of rebellion. Wielded by
musicians from all walks of life, it was a
weapon used to wage ideological
battles, to fight the establishment and
light the fires of resistance.

GUITAR, A SIX-
STRINGED WEAPON

https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/LE_LOUVRE_DEMENAGE
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/BEETHOVEN_INTIME
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ARTIST & LOVE

9 x 26' - 4K

This documentary series tells
the story of intimate and
tumultuous love stories in the
context of art history. With
Frida Khalo and Diego Rivera,
Amedao Modigliani and Jeanne
Hébuterne, Lee Miller and Man
Ray or Gerda Taro and Robert
Capa.

CHINA'S SUPER
COLLECTORS

52'

They are omnipresent on the
international art market. They spend
millions in US dollars on works by
Picasso, Modigliani, van Gogh or the
French Impressionists. For the first
time, wealthy and thus economically
and culturally relevant persons open
their door!

LEONARDO DA VINCI,
THE RESTORATION
OF THE CENTURY

52'

The Virgin and Child with Saint Anne
is one of the most beautiful paintings
in the world. It is also one of the most
mysterious. Disfigured and even
jeopardised by "repairs", it was also in
very bad condition. To save the
painting, it had to be restored.

THE CARAVAGGIO
AFFAIR

52'& 90' - 4K

In April 2016, a shockwave went
through the art world. A long-lost
Caravaggio canvas had been
found near Toulouse. But its
attribution was disputed by
specialists, so France’s Ministry of
Culture decided to block its
export. 

https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/AMOUR_A_L_OEUVRE__L__
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52'

Modigliani’s work is among the
most recognizable in modern art,
but we know almost nothing about
the man himself. Based on an
ongoing scientific study, the film
reveals the secrets behind the
myths surrounding this Bohemian
artist, to coincide with the
centenary of his death in 1920.

52'

Last August, on the 5th, novelist Toni
Morrison, first black woman author
being awarded the Nobel Prize of
Literature, passed away at the age of
88. Her eleven novels were translated
in dozens of languages, and she is
considered a true figurehead of
African-American literature.

52'

A portrait of Ernest Hemingway in
love makes us delve into the intimacy
of a man infinitely more complex
than the image he liked to give. We
will discover the author's relationship
with each of his 4 wives, which will
enable us to re-read his work with a
different perspective.

MODIGLIANI AND
HIS SECRETS

DOCTOR JIVAGO, I
INVITE YOU TO MY

EXECUTION

52'

Boris Pasternak's great novel Doctor
Jivago is very popular. It won the
Nobel Prize for Literature in 1958.
But its author's struggle against the
Russian authorities, the censorship,
or the CIA's involvement is less
talked about. 

TONI MORRISSON

BLACK MATTER(S)

ERNEST HEMINGWAY,
LIFE LARGER THAN
FICTION
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Online screening on our website: 
http://distribution.arte.tv

E-mail : a-kamga@artefrance.fr
Audrey KAMGA
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